
Every election season you’ll see people walking 
around with a small sticker on their shirt that reads 
“I Voted.” Regardless of political aliation, these 
strangers greet each other on the street with a smile 
and a nod. Conversely, they mock those that do not 
have the coveted sticker. “What’s the matter, didn’t you 
vote?” they will say with scorn. It’s nice to see people 
coming together and forming a positive civic-minded 
gang, even if just for a few days.

Recently, I thought about this while chomping on 
an apple and couldn’t help but notice that my piece of 
fruit also included a sticker. I gently pulled it o and put 
it on my shirt right above the pocket. You would be 
surprised how much attention I received.

My proposal: We take from the “I Voted” people 
and create a year-round movement. Each day when 
you make a healthy choice and eat a piece of produce, 
slap that sticker on your lapel and keep it moving.

At first people will undoubtedly look at you funny. 
Strangers may even oer some help:  “Um, sir, I believe 
you have something stuck to you right there.” This is 
your chance to make a new friend and enlighten them. 
“Why, yes I do, thank you for noticing! Each time I eat 
something healthy I keep the sticker. The more stickers, 
the better I know I’ve done for the day.”

It’s the adult equivalent to the Boy Scouts. 
Comparing these mini-merit badges will give you 
something to do around the water cooler rather than 
share distasteful jokes. “Bob, this one here is for a 
banana, and the one below that is for a nectarine 
...  I’m still working on getting a cucumber and a 
watermelon.”

If enough people do this it will be a visual reminder 
to the rest of the world to eat healthy daily. The herd 
mentality of humans and fear of being left behind 
dictates that others will have to get on board to be part 

of the “in-crowd.” Undoubtedly, some will take it too 
far and create their own lingo, saying things like “Come 
meet up, but wear something dierent. I’m over here 
rockin’ a kiwi.” We shall refer to them as “Fruitsters” 
(which is way more beneficial to society than a 
“Hipster” ever will be).

And obviously not everyone will want to take part. 
There are those that stubbornly eat junk food with 
pride. After all, it is their choice. For them, I suggest 
they wear the fast-food wrapper. For example, if you 
went to KFC and got the 20-piece fried chicken bucket, 
put it on your head for the day. Cut holes in the eyes 
and wear it like a dunce cap. After dinner, put that 
Happy Meal box on top of that, stack it up nice and 
high. Congratulations, you’re a “Burger King.” 

K-von ’03 (marketing) is a Nevada alum and 
comedian. He writes, hosts and performs comedy across 
the nation. Check out his YouTube channel that now has 
close to 1.5 million views: Youtube.com/KvonComedy.

Kickin’ it with K-von |  You wear what you eat

and works at the Northern Nevada Medical 
Center Campus.

Thomas W. Lowder ’97 (physical education) 
was recently awarded a Cancer Prevention 
Research Institute of Texas grant to study T-cell 
tracking in a transgenic mouse model of 
lung cancer. is work is being performed at 
the University of Houston where omas is an 
assistant professor. He is also a nalist for the 
University of Houston’s Teaching Excellence 
Award. omas married Tiany Whitney on 
March 9.

‘00s
John R. Zimmerman ’00 (agricultural and 
applied economics), ’02M.S. (resource and ap-
plied economics) has been named a shareholder 
of Parsons Behle & Latimer. John is a member 
of the environmental, energy and natural 

resources department in the rm’s Reno oce 
and concentrates his practice on water and 
mining law.

Dinah M. (Sullberg) Cisco’02 (electrical 
engineering) is a principal engineer in trans-
mission and generation operations at the Salt 
River Project in Phoenix. Dinah has one child, 
Adriana.

  Elliot E. Sparkman ’04 (general studies) has 
been promoted to on-premise key account man-
ager with Silver Eagle Distributors in Houston, 
Texas. In this role, Elliot manages key regional 
and national accounts. He credits his service 
industry experience gained while attending the 
University of Nevada, Reno for his distributor 
level success. Elliot serves as the president of 
the Cheer, Stunt, Dance and Mascot Alumni 
Chapter.

  Melissa A. (Carlisle) Tschanz ’04 (account-
ing) is the controller of the Community Foun-
dation of Western Nevada. Melissa has eight 
years of experience auditing and accounting for 
nonprots in the Reno-Tahoe area.

Kelly M. Glenn ’06 (management) will serve 
as chair of e Chamber’s 2013 Leadership 
Reno Sparks Class. Kelly is the vice president 
of account management at e Glenn Group. 
As a 2009 graduate of Leadership Reno Sparks, 
Kelly will oversee the Leadership Reno Sparks 
Class of 2013, acting as the liaison for the com-
mittee and e Chamber’s board of director’s 
executive committee.

Marcus T. Liem ’06 (speech communications) 
has joined the New York City Department of 
Education as a deputy press secretary. As one of 
the largest public school systems in the country, 
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